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Across

2. Breed of rabbit #1

3. How many shells for the rifle did he find in the 

survival kit?

7. Book was dedicated to the students of....

11. What is the needles on the animal (that attacked 

Brian) called?

12. Brian lost _________________ percent body fat.

15. Last holiday spent as a family?

16. What was the gift that his mother gave to him?

17. While eating raspberries, he saw a...

19. Won which honor book award?

20. What kind of eggs did he eat?

23. The 'Secret" was....

25. Why did Brian make a hole though the plane to get?

35. Ms. Mills dog is.........?

36. How did he finally catch a fish?

38. Brian took off from....

41. While hunting, he saw a...

42. What woke him up in the middle of the night?

46. The plane was tranporting what for Brian's father?

48. Instrument used for cutting?

49. Emergency _________________________!

51. Brian is flying to visit his father in...

52. _______________ paste

Down

1. What animal attacked and injuried him?

4. Two bars of ________________?

5. Breed of rabbit #2?

6. How many times did Brian radio for help before the 

crash?

8. Brian's last name?

9. Brian's age at the time of the crash?

10. His teacher taught him to be....

13. Brian's bestfriend is...

14. Who did Brian dream of that assisted in starting a 

fire?

18. What did Brian find on the sunken plane?

21. Brian's second method of telling time?

22. Brian's father works in a....

24. The rescue pilot was a......................?

26. How did the pilot die?

27. Brian started a fire with....

28. Brian's first method of telling time?

29. What make Brian very sick?

30. How long was Brian on the mountain?

31. Model of the plane was a...

32. How many frying pans were there?

33. What was wrong with his original bow?

34. What helped Brian to start the fire?

37. Another book by this author?

39. What kind of lighters were discovered in the kit?

40. What is used to steer the plane?

43. What was driving Brian crazy?

44. Last name of author?

45. Brian's English teacher?

47. What destroyed Brian's shelter?

50. He ate one per day...


